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Huge Bonus Offering - Time Sensitive I've Got A $10,000+ Per Month Secret To Share With You... How

Would You Like For Me To Show You My Simple, Yet Highly Effective, Step-By-Step System That

Generates 50-100 Leads Per Day..Running Completely On Auto-Pilot...And How To Turn Them Into Red

Hot Buyers... Without Spending A Dime On Advertising WATCH MARK DULISSE..TRAFFIC

EXPERT...AND STAY-AT-HOME DAD...EXPLAIN IT HIMSELF Take a look at what some of the top

marketers are saying just in the last few weeks as of this writing... I promise you, if you dont get a Twitter

account today and start using it youre going to KICK YOURSELF in the near future. You just wait and

see. John Reese If you dont have a Twitter account, you really should get one, because Twitter is

honestly the next big thing. Dont miss out on this while its still new. Brad Callen Why wait another minute

to get started using Twitter when you know you could be building your lists, building relationships, selling

more products and services and building your credibility faster. Mike Filsaime Twitter Is Much More Than

A "What Am I Doing Now?"... Date: From the desk of Mark Dulisse: I was first introduced to Twitter with a

email I received from a business associate that ended with, "Follow Me On Twitter." At first, it was the odd

request from various friends and associates. But then, the Twitter stampede started and it seemed as

though everyone was getting on the band-wagon and opening up a Twitter profile...and so I caved in to

the pressure. At first I did not really understand the entire Twitter concept, and how interactive and
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micro-blogging it can be. I soon discovered you can literally open your everyday details to a global

audience. I learned that Twitter is fast becoming a EMPIRE, that it is the FASTEST growing social media

platform today, more than Facebook or MySpace. I learned that there are free applications (API's), and

hundreds of them, all designed to expand your Twitter experience. I learned that Twitter can be addictive

as you interact with newly formed partnerships and associates in various niches. Because I am a online

marketer and traffic expert at heart, I approached Twitter from a business mindset. I asked myself the

question, "How can Twitter expand my existing online businesses, and expand new startups?" With this

question I discovered that Twitter is one of the top social media tools to build your online empire and

business. Now, I use Twitter daily and point all my customers and business associates to my Twitter

profiles.. Because I currently have various online business in various niches, I opened up various Twitter

profiles for each niche and saw my leads and business generated explode through the roof. Customer

service is at a all time high, and this is predominately due to the high responsiveness that the Twitter

platform is designed on. In the past three months no-one has done more to turn my Internet struggles into

profitablity than Mark Dulisse. I have used his Twitter Lead Generation program to good effect not only to

gain leads but also make sales. Mark has, in my view, misnamed this Course for it contains far more than

information about lead generation. It also contains salient tips and instructions about building and

maintaining relationships; how to convert leads into lists; and then goes on to specify the only way these

leads may be converted to paying customers. If you're the sort of person who likes tweaking banners and

backgrounds in an image editor then you'll love Twitter Lead Generation as it comes with a number of

pre-configured backgrounds and graphics that you can customize for your success in seconds. The best

thing about buying any product from Mark though is that, unlike many on-line gurus, he is completely

transparent and accessible. Indeed in nearly ten years of being on-line Mark has provided me with more

help and support than many to whom I've paid thousands of dollars. Twitter Lead Generation contains

focussed, pertinent information that many on-line experts would not willingly share, and certainly not for

$47.00 USD. If I had just $50.00 to spend in order to begin my Internet business all over, in this age of

Web 2.0, most certainly Twitter Lead Generation is the one I would buy. Stephen Bray, Turkey

stephenbray.com/ Here Are Just A Few Things How Twitter Can Expand Your Business.... You can meet

new prospects and turn them into leads and subscribers... Keep existing clients "in the know" about new

products or information... Offer solutions to tweeters with advice and services Communicate to 1000's of



prospects and leads with a simple 140 character message with a link... Build your Brand Image and

online presence to Millions... Communicate to tens of thousands of people to let them know what I do and

how I can help them... You can drive a horde of traffic to any website in a matter of seconds... You can

build a ton of leads and turn those leads into buyer and raving fans... You can have access to millions of

potential leads and buyers... You can integrate with other social media platforms... Use your iPhone in a

taxi to market using Twitter... And much, much more.... Yes, I want to make friends, and many of my

online collegues are friends, but at the end of the day, this is about business too. I am a "Traffic Expert"

and "Online Marketer" by expertise, and you will have all the tricks and tips to get more traffic to your

websites and money pages, and how to gain leads and turn those leads into buyers. Twitter Lead

Generation starts at the beginning with how to open up a profile, and walks you through all the advanced

traffic and lead generation tactics by video. Inside, You Will Uncover: Discover one of the most power

Twitter strategies I use daily. How to uncover vast starving crowds of prospects on Twitter...and how to

drive them to your site with credit card in hand ready to buy. Proven 14-step sales funnel system..that you

can use immediately (regardless of the niche or business you're in)...Plus..(look over my shoulder

step-by-step videos that will hold your hand and guide you through the complete process) Exactly

step-by-step how to track all your Twitter data, so you know "at a glance" what's working the best for you

and what's not (this alone will shave months off the learning curve most marketers suffer through) The

critical mistakes most marketers are making when using Twitter, and what you must do right away to

avoid them. And Much, Much More... Here is a list of my video tutorials: Video 1: What Is Twitter All

About? Video 2: Customizing Background For High Impact Video 3: Six Strategic Approaches To Twitter

Marketing Video 4: Fourteen Step Sales Funnel System Video 5: The Best Way To Get A Twitter Lead

Bonus: Niche List Builder 2.0 (Squeeze Page Software) Video 6: Engage & Connect Method To Acquire

More Leads Video 7: Putting Your Twitter Lead Generation On Autopilot Video 8: Setting Up Tracking &

Analytics Video 9: How I Got Over 1000 Followers In A Week Video 10: Ninja Traffic Tactic - Top Secret

Video 11: Ninja Traffic Tactic - Industry Leaders Hijack Method Video 12: Ninja Traffic Tactic - Blogging

Magic Video 13: Ninja Traffic Tactic - Viral Explosion Video 14: Ninja Traffic Tactic - Forums Video 15:

Ninja Traffic Tactic - EzineArticlesHijack Video 16: Photoshop: How To Make "Follow Me" Logo's Bonus:

"Follow Me On Twitter" Image Files - Download Video 17: Ninja Traffic Tactic - Blog Commenting Profits

Video 18: Twitter Sniper Promotion Method Video 18A: Twitter Sniper Promotion Background Setup



Bonus: Twitter Guru Affiliate Hijack: How To Put Your Optin On Someone Else's Site Video 19:

Micro-Blogging & Automation Video 20: How To Use Hashtags For Event/News Marketing Video 21:

Twitter and Email Marketing Bonus: Twitter & Skype Bonus: How To Embed Video Onto A Website

Bonus: Putting Your Twitter Leads On Steriods With This Software Wait, there is more.... If you order right

now, I will give you 3 highly professional squeeze page templates with audio ($147 Value) to help turn

your twitter visitors into leads. These are professionally done squeeze pages that include graphics, html

files, audio mp3 files, as well as a photoshop psd file to easily change the header text. I know that with

Twitter Lead Generation you will not only immensely learn all about Twitter and the endless possibilities,

but you will learn much, much more. **BUT WAIT*** You will receive the following Bonuses with your

Purchase Today: Social Media Bonus #1 Facebook Social Ads - $27 Value Take Your Lead Generation

System Over To Facebook and Have Access To Millions Or Potential Customers Social Media Bonus #2

Leveraging Yahoo Answers For Cash! - $27 Value Using "Leveraging Yahoo Answers For Cash!" Will

Help You Use One Of The Fastest Growing Social Media Sites On The Web To Make More Money! This

is a LIMITED TIME BONUS OFFER - so make a decision now... It's simple. Twitter success - or your

money back... Your order for $67.00 is protected by my fully unconditional 56-day money-back

guarantee... I know that once you start going thru the step-by-step, "look over my shoulder" style videos

I'm providing you on how to generate literally hundreds of leads from Twitter, you're going to be able to

become a star in your niche. You'll also be protected by my "iron-clad 100 Money Back guarantee".

Examine my hands-on training for 56 days, watch the training videos, use the powerful advanced

marketing techniques - and if you are not generating an EXTRA 100 leads each and every week, then I

must INSIST that you return the product...in fact, you can receive a refund, no question asked, at anytime

within the 56 day period. I'm confident once you see a fresh surge of leads day after day, week after

week, you'll be able to take your business to new heights you've only dreamed possible until now. If for

any reason whatsoever, you are not completely convinced and delighted, just let me know for a full

refunded,and for ANY reason. Start A Tidal Wave Of Twitter Leads Now... For only $67, you can gain

access Instant Acess to Twitter Lead Generation and flood your business with leads and new customers..

YES, Mark I want "Twitter Lead Generationi" & the bonus audio squeeze pages & the 3 Social Media

Bonuses included For Only $127, $97 $67.00 (for a very limited time) Order via ClickBank's secure

payment servers via either card or Paypal. Instant download. P.S. Did you know that for the price of a



couple dinner's you can have leads pouring into your business with credit card ready in hand.
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